This paper uses tools in group theory and symbolic computing to give a classication of the representations of nite groups with order lower than 9 that can be derived from the study of local reversible-equivariant vector elds in R 4 . Based on such approach we exhibit, for each element in this class of dynamical systems, a simplied Belitiskii normal form and establish conditions for the existence of rst integrals.
(R 4 ) = {X ∈ X 0 (R 4 ); DX(0) = A(α, β)}.
Let X ∈ X 0 (R 4 ) be a reversile vetor (eld, that is, there exists a C ∞ involutive dieomorphism ϕ : R 4 , 0 → R 4 , 0 such that
Dϕ(x)X(x) = −X(ϕ(x))
and dim F ix(ϕ) = 2, as a local submanifold of R 4 . By Montgomery-Bochner Theorem (MB), we can take the involution ϕ linear:
Theorem 1 (Montgomery-Bochner, [Bo] , [BMo] , [Ca] ). vet G e ompt group of C k di'eomorphisms de(ned on C k≥1 mnifold MF uppose tht ll di'eomorphisms in G hve ommon (xed pointD sy x 0 F henD there exists C k oordinte system h round x 0 suh tht ll di'eomorphisms in G re liner with respet to hF If γ is an orbit for the reversible vector eld X, then it is not hard to show that ϕ(γ(−t)) is also an orbit. So, the phase portrait of a reversible vector eld is symmetric with respect to the symmetry axis F ix(ϕ), like in the Figure 1. Reversible vector elds were rst considered by Birkho [Bi] , in the beginning of last century, when he was studying the restricted three body problem. Some decades ago, the theory has been formalized by Devaney [De] . A list of classical results in the Hamiltonian world has been adapted to the reversible universe, for example, the main theorems in KAM Theory ( [P] , [S] ), the Lyapunov Center Theorem ( [CL1] ) and a lot of methods dealing with heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits. We refer to [LR] for a survey in reversible systems and related topics.
Let X be a vector eld in R 2n and ϕ, ψ : R 2n → R 2n be involutive dieomorphisms. We say that X is (ϕ, ψ)EreversileEequivrint (or just (ϕ, ψ)-reversile) if X is ϕ-reversible and ψ-reversible. The phase portrait of a reversible-equivariant vector eld has two axis of symmetry, like in the Figure 2 . If G denotes the group G = ϕ, ψ , we say that the vector eld X is G-reversible-equivariant (or G-reversible) . In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case n = 2 (R 4 ).
F ix(ϕ) F ix(ψ)
Figure 2: Example of a reversible-equivariant vector eld.
Recall [T] , where is proved that two involutions in R 2 , 0 are simultaneously C 0 linearizable, provided that its composition is a hyperbolic dieomorphism at 0. In this paper we classify all possible linearizations of the group G, in the sense of Montgomery-Bochner's Theorem, when G is a nite group and |G| ≤ 9. We deduce from our classication that the reversible-equivariant structure can simplify some normal forms of vector elds X ∈ X (α,β) 0 Lemma A: If G = ϕ, ψ is nite, then (ϕψ) n = Id for some n ≥ 2. So G ∼ = D n , where
We remark that among the groups D n , only D 2 = Z 2 × Z 2 is abelian.
Denition 2. qiven (nitely generted group G = g 1 , . . . , g l with representtion ρ : G → M 4×4 (R) nd vetor (eld X ∈ X 0 (R 4 )D we sy tht the representtion ρ is omptile with the de(nition of GEreversiility if ρ(g j )X(x) = −X(ρ(g j ))D for ll j = 1, . . . , lF Theorem A: For n = 2, 3, 4 we present all of the 4-dimensional representations of G = D n that are compatible with the denition of G-reversibility for X ∈ X (α,β) 0 (R 4 ). Moreover, corresponding to each one of such representations, we exibith a non-trivial G-reversible vector eld.
We remark that in [CL2] is proved that for every n, k ∈ N there exist at least one representation of D n in dimension 2k, with involutive generators S, R given by
Theorem B: For each group G in Theorem A, the Belitskii normal form for the Greversible vector elds is exhibited.
As an application of the above theorems we present the following:
Theorem C: If X is a quadratic polynomial G-reversible vector eld then conditions for its integrability (by quadratic rst integrals) are presented.
We will prove Theorem B just in the case G = D 4 and Theorem C in the case G = Z 2 × Z 2 = D 2 . The proofs of remaining cases are similar.
Reversible normal forms
In this section we recall some basic concepts and techniques of normalization of vector elds, that will be needed in Section 6. Let X ∈ X 0 (R n ) and A = DX(0). Assume that A is in Jordan normal form with eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ n . We say that the monomial
is resonant of order r = k 1 + . . . + k n if r ≥ 2 and
Next we state 3 classical results in the theory of normal forms.
Theorem 3 (Poincaré-Dulac I, [CLW] ). eny vetor (eld
with f k vetorEvlued homogeneous polynomil of degree kD is formlly onjugted to vetor (eld
with w k onsisting only of resonnt monomils of order kF woreoverD the oe0ients tht pper in w k only depend on the oe0ients of
the homological operator. Then the Poincaré-Dulac Theorem can be stated as Theorem 4 (Poincaré-Dulac II, [Br] ). eny vetor (eld
where S is the semisimple prt of AF he vetor (eld X N will e lled the oinréEhul xorml porm @hxpA of XF Consider A = S + N the unique decomposition of the matrix A in its semisimple and nilpotent parts. Recall that the Poincaré-Dulac Theorem does not deal with N . In the case where N = 0, we have the Belitskii Theorem:
Theorem 5 (Belitskii,[Be] ). eny vetor (eld
where A T is the trnspose of AF he vetor (eld X B is lled the felitskii xorml porm @fxpA of XF 
and Dψ(x)X(x) = −X(ψ(x)).
Writing X(x) = Ax + X 2 (x) + . . ., where X k (x) is a vector eld whose coordinates are homogeneous polynomials of degree k, we deduce that
and Dψ(x)Ax = −A(ψ(x)).
Suppose that the group ϕ, ψ is nite.
So, if a vector eld is reversible-equivariant, the same occurs with its linear approximation. Now consider a normal form X N of X. It is straightforward to prove that one can nd a reversible-equivariant normal form for a reversible-equivariant vector eld.
So, if A is reversible-equivariant, then we can always write the vector eld X N as 
Proof of Lemma A
Let G 0 = a, b be a nite group generated by a and b (a = b) with a 2 = 1 and b 2 = 1. Suppose that G is a nite group. By Lagrange's Theorem (see [L] ), |G| is even, so |G| = 2m for some m ≥ 1. Note that G contains at least the distinct elements 1, a, b, ab.
If abab = baba then (ab) 4 = 1 and G = D 4 (m = 4). As |G| < ∞, this sequence will stop and G is a Dihedral Group.
Proof of Theorem
Fix the matrix (written in the basis given by CMB Theorem)
Note that R 2 0 = Id and R 0 A = −AR 0 . We need to determine all possible involutive matrices S 0 ∈ R 4×4 such that 
Lemma 6. ystem (4) hs R solutionsX
roofF This can be done in Maple 12 using the Reduce function from the Groebner package and the usual Maple's solve function. We remark that the solution S 4 is degenerate, i.e., S 4 = R 0 . Moreover, we remark that the above representations of Z 2 × Z 2 are not equivalent.
Now we state the main result for Z 2 × Z 2 -reversible vector elds.
Now let us give a characterization of the vector elds which are (R 0 , S j )-reversible.
with x ≡ (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ). The proof of next results will be omitted.
Corollary 8. he vetor (eld (5) is (R 0 , S 1 )Ereversile if nd only if the funtions f j
Corollary 9. he vetor (eld (5) is (R 0 , S 2 )Ereversile if nd only if the funtions f j
sn prtiulrD
As above we x the matrix
Now we need to determine all possible involutive matrices S 0 ∈ R 4×4 such that
Considering again
the equations S 0 A + AS 0 = 0, S 2 0 − Id = 0 and (R 0 S 0 ) 3 − Id = 0 are equivalent to another huge system of equations (like system (4)).
Lemma 11. he system generted y the ove onditions hs 3 non degenerte solutionsX
roofF Again, the proof can be done in Maple 12 using the Reduce function from the Groebner package and the usual Maple's solve function.
At this point, we can state the following:
Ereversile vetor (eldF hen there exists j ∈ {1, 2, 3} suh tht X is (R 0 , S j )EreversileF
Next section deals with the characterization of the D 4 -reversible vector elds. The analysis of the D 3 -reversible case will be omitted since it is very similar to the D 4 -reversible case and this last is more interesting (there are more representations).
Our aim is to determine all of the possible involutive matrices S 0 ∈ R 4×4 such that Recall that the above arrangement has obeyed the rule:
Lemma 13.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, denote by S i some element of Ξ i . The proof of the next result follows immediately from the above lemmas.
Theorem 14. vet X ∈ X (α,β) 0 (R 4 ) e germ of D 4 Ereversile vetor (eldF hen there exists j ∈ {1, . . . , 6} suh tht X is (R 0 , S j )EreversileF Now we present some results in the sense of Corollary 8 applied to D 4 -reversible vector elds. We will just work with some linearized groups; the other cases are similar.
Let us x again
with x ≡ (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ). Keeping the same notation of Section 5.2, we have now
Corollary 15. he vetor (eld (12) is (R 0 , S 1 )Ereversile if nd only if the funtions g j
sn prtiulr g 1,3 (x 1 , 0, y 1 , 0) ≡ 0 nd g 2,4 (0, x 2 , 0, y 2 ) ≡ 0F 
−1 , with p, q integers with (p, q) = 1.
In the case (i), one can show that the normal forms for the reversible and reversibleequivariant cases are essencially the same. This means that any reversible eld with such linear approximation is automatically reversible-equivariant. In view of this, case (i) is not interesting, and its analysis will be omitted. We just observe that case (ii) will not be discussed here because of its deep degeneracy. The range of its homological operator
Our goal is to focus on the case (iii). Put α = p and β = q, with p, q ∈ Z and (p, q) = 1. How to compute a normal form which applies for all D 4 -reversible vector elds, without choosing specic involutions?
According to the results in the last section, it suces to show that X N satises
with S j given on Lemma 13, as the xed choice for the representative of Ξ i . First of all, we consider complex coordinates (z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ C 2 instead of (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ R 4 :
We will write (z) for the real part of the complex number z and (z) for its imaginary part.
Note that each ∆ j corresponds to a relation represented by
It is not hard to see that the complex Belitskii normal form for X in this case is expressed by
with f j , g j without linear and constant terms. Now we consider the eects of D 4 -reversibility on the system (15). Writing our involutions in complex coordinates, we derive immediately that Lemma 16. vet
hen eh group ϕ 0 , ϕ j orresponds to R 0 , S j F To compute a D 4 -reversible normal form for a vector eld, one has rst to dene which of the groups in Lemma 16 can be used to do the calculations. Now we establish a normal form of a D 4 -reversible and p : q-resonant vector eld X, depending only on p, q and not on the involutions generating D 4 :
Theorem 17. vet p, q e odd numers with pq > 1 nd X ∈ X (p,q) 0
Ereversile vetor (eldF hen X is formlly onjugted to the following systemX
Remark 18. he hypothesis on p, q given in heorem IU n e relxedF sn ftD if p, q stis(es the following onditions
then the onlusions of heorem IU re lso vlidF Remark 19. he norml form (16) oinides @in the nonliner termsA with the norml form of reversile vetor (eld X ∈ X (α,β) 0 (R 4 ) with αβ −1 / ∈ QF ememer tht this ft llowed us to disrd the se αβ −1 / ∈ Q in pge IIF Remark 20. he lim tht a ij , b ij depends only on the oe0ients of the terms of degree i + j in the ylor series of X will e not proved hereD ut it is just strightforwrd lultionF sn frD fruno mkes expliit the dependene of the norml form oe0ients with the originl ylor9s series oe0ientsF
The proof of Theorem 17 (even with the hypothesis of Remark 18) is based on a sequence of lemmas. The idea is just to show that with some hypothesis on p and q, all the coecients of ∆ 3 and ∆ 4 in the reversible-equivariant analogous of (15) need to be zero.
First let us focus on the monomials that are never killed by the reversible-equivariant structure.
Lemma 21
D a ∈ CF oD for ny j ∈ {0, . . . , 6}D the ϕ j Ereversiility implies a = −a @or (a) = 0AF sn prtiulrD these terms re lwys present @generillyA in the norml formF roofF From
follows that −a = a. D a ∈ CF oD we estlish the following tlesX reversibility hypothesis on p, q conditions on a
reversibility hypothesis on p, q conditions on a
roofF Let us give the proof for ϕ 2 -reversibility. The proof of any other case is similar.
Note that
we have a = (−1) q−1 i p a. Now we apply the hypotheses on p, q and the proof follows in a straightforward way.
Next corollary is the rst of a sequence of results establishing that some monomial does not appear in the normal form:
• q ≡ 2 mod 4 nd p + q evenD then the norml form of X does not ontin monomils of the form
roofF Observe that the ϕ 0 , ϕ j -reversibility implies that the coecients in (17) satisfy (a j ) = (a j ) = 0.
Remark 24. xote tht if p, q re odd with pq > 1D then they stisfy the hypothesis of gorollry PQF
The following results can be proved in a similar way as we have done in Lemma 22
and Corollary 23.
Proposition 25. vet X ∈ X (p,q) 0 (R 4 ) e (ϕ 0 , ϕ j )Ereversile vetor (eldF sf one of the following onditions is stis(edX @iA q ≡ 1 mod 4D @iiA q ≡ 3 mod 4D @iiiA q ≡ 0 mod 4 nd p + q @ivA q ≡ 2 mod 4 nd p + q evenD then the norml form of XD given in (15)D does not hve monomils of type
Ereversile vetor (eldF sf one of the following onditions is stis(ed @iA q ≡ 1 mod 4D @iiA q ≡ 3 mod 4D @iiiA q ≡ 0 mod 4 nd p + q oddD @ivA q ≡ 2 mod 4 nd p + q evenD then the norml form of XD given in (15)D does not hve monomils of type
Remark 27. sn ftD the onditions imposed on λ in the lst results re needed just to ssure the (ϕ 0 , ϕ j )Ereversiility of the vetor (eld X with j = 1F por 2 ≤ j ≤ 6D the norml form only ontins monomils of type 
Integrability (Proof of Theorem C)
Let X be a reversible-equivariant polynomial vector eld with deg(X) ≤ 2. Then
with x = (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) and X j be homogeneous polynomial of degree at most 2. Let us suppose that the eigenvalues of DX (0) 
for H non zero.
Collecting the monomials in (18), their coecients depend on the coecients of X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 and H. So they gives rise to a algebraic system. We should solve this system in terms of the coecients of H.
If this system has a solution, then every reversible-equivariant polynomial vector eld in R 4 would have a rst integral. Although it is not always true, we give conditions on the coecients of the polinomials X j that allow us to nd rst integrals. For that, we need to solve a (non linear) system in the coecients of (18), that depends upon the coecients of X j 's and H.
Z
3 + a 0021 y 1 2 y 2 + a 0102 x 2 y 2 2 + a 0120 x 2 y 1 2 + a 0201 x 2 2 y 2 + a 0300 
where ν, µ, ρ re non zero rel prmetersF @iiA if X is (R 0 , S 2 )Ereversile seD X writes s Remark 29. he (rst integrls in ses @iiA nd @iiiA re similr to these in @iAF roofF We discuss the details for (i), since the other cases are quite similar. Using the relations given in Corollaries 8,9 and 10, we deduce the expression for the 2-jet of the vector elds. The polynomial system in the coecients of (18) involves 45 equations and 50 variables. We add two equations (inequalities) to avoid the degenerate cases and solve everything in Maple 12. Then we get the result (see Appendix).
Conclusions
We have classied the involutions that make a vector eld X ∈ X (p,q) 0 (R 4 ) (ϕ, ψ)-reversible when the order of the group ϕ, ψ is smaller than 9.
As a consequence of the results obtained in Theorem A, we nd a normal form for D 4 -reversible vector elds in R 4 , according to their resonances. In this part we have used some results from Normal Form Theory. We also have given some conditions to a Z 2 × Z 2 -polynomial reversible-equivariant vector eld admit a rst integral. In this part, we have used some Groebner basis methods to solve the algebraic systems in the space of the jets.
We remark that the same approach can be made to the discrete version of the problem, or when the singularity is not elliptic (see for example [JT] and [AQR] ).
One can easily generalize the results presented here mainly in two directions: for vector elds on higher dimensional spaces and for groups with higher order. In both cases the hard missions are to face the normal form calculations and to solve some very complicate system of algebraic equations.
